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A Comparison of 

Marine and Riverine Orientation Vocabulary 

in Two Coast Salish Languages 

Thom Hess 

University of Victoria 

The importance of coastal waterways, not only as a source of food, 

but also as a means of travel has lead to rich marine vocabularies in the 

that indicate direction or location by specific reference to river or sea. 

TIlis paper presents these orientation terms for two Northwest languages 

of the Central Coast Salish, Lushootseed and Saanich. l 

Formerly, Lushootseed speakers lived along the shores of Puget Sound 

and far upstream on the rivers flowing into the Sound. The Saanich inhab~t::d 

the Saanich Peninsula of Vancouver Island and many of the small islands in 

the San Juan - ililf Island Archipelago. Although both groups lived and 

travelled upon the saltwater and their former territories nearly shared a 

conmon boundary, there is one striking difference in their geography. Many 

large and navigable rivers cut through the Lushootseed homeland while the 

Saanich territory lacked any sizable streams. All Saanich speakers dwelt 

by the shores of saltwater. Many of the Lushootseed, however, lived far 

inland on the banks of navigable rivers. This geographical difference is 

responsible for at least one of several dissimilarities between the Lushootseed' 

and Saanich lexical sets discussed here. 

Both languages have two principal orientation axis, and they are 

I Lushootscl->U has also been called Skagit-Nbqually and Puget Salish. Saanich 
is actually a dialect of the Northern Straits language. See Thompson. 
Lau:ence C •• M. Terry ThQ!llpson, and Barbara S. Efrat, 1974. Some phono
logIcal developments in Straits Salish. IJAL l8Z~196 for information on the 
intradia1ect relationships of th is language. 
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fundamentally the same despite numerous differences of detail. In one, 

location and direction of travel is on a waterward/landward axis oriented 

in tenns of the shoreline or river bank. The other is an upstream/downstream 

axis which in Saanich is most often applied to the head versus the mouth of 

a bay or inlet. 

Figure 1 illustrates this second axis for Saanich. There are two basic 

forms, qW~qW mouth of intet op piver and tey~t head of intet. headwaters of a 

river. Both are locatives; however, each has dynamic derivatives indicating 

direction of travel. These are qWaqW~l go towapd mouth of intet. go down

stpeam and t~y~l go toward head of intet. go upstream. (Further derivation 

based on these dynamic stems is also possible, e.g., qW~qWlldl) going toward 

mouth of inZet. going downstream and teyai going toward head of intet. going 

upstream. ) 

The Saanich seaward/landward axis is segmented into several systems. 

The simplest consists of two words, e~ go up away from shore and ea? go down 

to/toward shore. as their glosses suggest, these words are oriented in tenns 

of the shoreline. However, they do not imply that the travel necessarily 

commences right at the water's edge in the first case and ends with wet toes 

in the secorid, althouth this is possible. The words are properly used when 

one begins at any point (on land) along a continurn from the shoreline and 

proceeds further away from the water in the case of e~ and nearer to the 

water in the case of ela? 

There is for ela? a close synonym which belongs to a different lexical 

set viz., s~ arrive at the shoreUne from up intand. This word does expli

ci tly mean reach the water 1 sedge. It belongs to a small set of dynamic terms 

loIhich share a COIIDIIOn meaning arPive at (a particutar ptaceJ: 

eQ 
-' 'J 
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.. , 
arpive at shopetine sew 

-l" arpive home tJw go home cel) 

tec~l arpive hepe ?~ne? come here 

.. 
arrive thepe ?a3(w go thepe t~s 

No such synonym exists for ~. 

lthile e~ and ela? take place on land, a somewhat parallel pair desig

nate travel toward the shore and out to sea. These are ieel go as hope and 

tal go out to sea. By extension tal designates travel out on to any open 

expanse, be it a field, lake, or floor. HCMever, the primary meaning refers 

exclusively to seaward travel. The following five sentences establish this 

primary significance': 

I'm going out to sea. 

2. ye? san tal ?aCt) tea spQIXan. I'm going out onto the fieZd. 

3. ye? san tal ?a(t) tea xaca? I'm going out onto the Lake. 

4. ye? san tal ?a(t) tea fXanakwan. I'm going out onto the !toor. 

5. *ye? san tal ?a(t) tea ~aifisa. (rejected) 

TIle inclusion of laietsa ocean. sea. sattwater is tanto logical and unaccept

able grammar because t8J. refers to the sea. Only by modifying the sentence 

which specific mention of some other arena of travel, can this component of 

tal be altered. 

Although ieel and tal se~ to be the waterside counterparts to e~ 

and t::l1a?, these four do not form a subset. Beyond the fact that all four 

are dynamic rather than locative and refer to the shoreline, they do not 

share other components. They enter into different types of derivation and 

speakers do not think of them together. Mention of e~ elicits ela? but not 

ieel nor tal. Mention of ieel brings to mind tal but not e~ and ela? 

2In these sentneces 1-4 the word ye? go may be omitted. If it is, san I 
follows tal. ye? san tal, etc. sounds less abrubt than tal san, etc. 
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See I of Figure 3. 

The five words discussed thus far on the seaward/landward axis are all 

dynamic. There is also a locative set on this dimension. It marks four 

locations which roughly correspond to the dynamic systems: calaq'" up from 

shore, sesu? shoreline, callq'" close to shore, and e9ik"'ii way out from shore. 

The first and third tenns, callq'" and callq"', are obviously related; and they 

form a subset with a component meaning approximately located in the direction 

of the land. sesu?, on the other hand, has a component meaning just the 

opposite, located in the direction of the water. It is derived from the dynamic 

term sew arrive at the shore from up inland by reduplication (and a reduction 

of the root to zero grade.) The fourth word consists of a root e9i (which is 

eymologically related to eta?) plus a suffix -k"'ii water craft, waterway. 

e9ik"'ii is viewed as the opposite of callq"'. See II of Figure 3. 

Each of these locative \\lOrds has a corresponding dynamic derivation 

formed by the prefix i- (and other changes appropriate to the imperfect form 

of the particular root). This derivation means to proceed parallel to the shore

line maintaining the same relative position on the seaward/landward axis as 

the words fram which they come. Thus, from cal~q'" is 1caiaq'" going along up 

above; from callq'" is icallq'" swinming/canoeing along the shore; from sew (from 

which sesu? also comes) is isahew going along between the shoreline and 1caiaq"'. 

On the basis of sesu? shoreline, one would wxpect isahew to mean simply walking 

alo~ the beach. However, a fifth term enters the system from a different lexical 

set. This word is q~tae~n walk along the beach. 3 Thus, the four place locative 

system is expanded to five in the derived dynamic system. See III of Figure 3. 

3The word qataean is composed of the bound root qat-proceed and the suffix -aean 
mouth, ,e1ge of an 9~ening. It belon~s to a set of words all built upon qat-. 
In.addltlOn.to.qa':a an ti;eEe are qatlqan walk alonll a,bluff/walk in front of a 
cl~ff or bu~ld~ng, qatGW1?ct walk beh~nd someone, 4atast walk in front of some
one, etc. -, 

i '1 .... 
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All houses in Saanich speaking communities were fo~erly built close 

to the water. In referring to one house in relation to another (or when speaking 

of the families who live in these houses) tenns are used which derive from the 

water orientation vocabulary. These words comprise a suffix -ex~n, at the side 

added to one of the following four stems': tit- from tey~t head of inlet, head

water gives thexan house on the "head" side (or family living to the '''head'' 

side); q"'q"'- from q"'aq'" mouth of inlet/river gives q"'q"'exan house on the "mouth" 

side; calq"'- from cal~q'" located up from shore gives calq"'exan house on the land 

side; and su?sk"'- from sew arrive at shoreline (from up inland by a reduplication 

different from sesu?). This structure results in sy?sk"'ex~n house on the beach 

side. See Figure 5. 

The same four stems figure as points of reference in describing the 

(extePYUll) side: titelaw;n side toward head of iniet, q"'q"'el~w;n side toward 

mouth of inlet, calq"'alaw;n tand side, and sQ?sk"'ai~w;n beach side. See Figure 

6. 

The reference of the words on the two axes discussed here are fundamental 

to the Saanich orientation system. They do not, however, exhaust the marine 

orientation lexicon. Several others of particular importance to the people 

living along Saanich Arm are diagrammed in Figure 8. These are two pairs of 

antonyms. One pair is basic in the sense that the words are morphologically 

simple. These are I)~leel go over land from one body of water to another and 

" '" tek al cross a body of water. The other pair are morphologically complex 

and have a secondary status in the orientation vocabulary. These are sqall?c~1) 

go from inlet into open water based on sq-' outside and nawall?cal) enter inlet 

fran naw inside. 

In contrast to the Saanich systems the Lushootseed riverine and marine 
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orientation vocabulary comprises absolutely symmetrical sets. Four terms 

designate points upstream/downstream, two indicating direction of travel 

and two marking locations. A second set of four refers to a waterward/land

ward axis. Again two words designate directions and two specify locations. 

The following chart sets out these oppositions. See also Figures 2 and 4. 

Locative Dynamic 

qixW Located upstream tayll go upstream 

?~ad Located downstream qWlc go downstream 

"q ta t Located up away from shore CUba go up from water's edge 

ca?kW Located toward the river/ kw~' 1t go down to water's edge 
Sound or out in the water 

The locative roots, different from their dynamic counterparts, can enter 

into a variety of derivations. One important set of derivations is formed with 

the directional prefixes dxw_ toward, tul- from, and lH- by what route. See 

figure 4. For example, dxw_ with ca?kW gives dxWca?kW waterward. These deri

vations, in turn, become dynamic stems with the addition of the aspectual prefix 

1a-: ladx"'ca?kW going toward the water/going on out to sea. Such word building 

results in a nlunber of synonyms. Wat .. rward can be expressed by kwH, ladxWca?kW 

or latuHaqt. 

There remains, however, an important distinction between dynamic roots and 

the dynamic derivations built upon locative roots. For words forming the waterward/ 

landward axis, this difference is Relative reference versus an absolute starting 

or ending point for the dynamic roots. Consult figure 4. Travelling toward 

point 5 is (la)dxWtaqt regardless of whether one begins at point 1, 2, 3, or 4; 

and regardless of -whether, beginning at 1, he stops at 2, 3, 4, or S. Exactly 

the reverse is true of (la)dxWca?kw. With CUba, on the other hand, the speaker 

I,' 
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always designates travel begilming at point 3, the shoreline, and with kwH 

travel ending at 3; Cuba and kWit express travel on land while ladxwca?kW 

and ladxWtaqt may refer to travel on land or sea or both. 

For words belonging to the upstream/downstream set, the dynamic roots 

are again more specific than the derivations created from locative roots. 

lfuile both tayh and qWlc denote travel on (or in) the river - typically canoeing 

or swimming, the derivatives based on qixW and ?aiXad refer to the direction of 

travel which can be by land or air as well as by water. Someone walking along 

the river bank or low flying ducks following the course of the river are said 

to (la)dxWq1xW or (la)dxW?aiXad but never (la)tayl1 or (la)q"'lc. A canoeist 

on the other hand may be said to either (la)tayll or'(la)dxWqixW for upstream 

travel and to (la)qWlc or (la)dxW?aiXad for downstream travel. 

The derived formations comprise a symmetrical set of synonyms by ~he use 

of opposing roots and directional prefixes. Thus,' dxWtaqt toward the Land is 

synonymous with tulca?kW from the water and tuHaqt from the Land with dxWca?kW 

toward the water. lfuich of each pair is used depends upon the speaker's point 

of view. Hith these roots, however, the tul- prefix is rare. (Presumably, the 

same synonymy holds for the derivations of the upstream/downstream set, but no 

attempt has yet been made to elicit the expected form tul?aiXad from downstream. 

The pair tulqixW from upstream and dxW?aiXad down streamward is in the corpus.) 

The prefix lH- by what route adds a third direction, viz., going along 

parallel. Compare the Saanich prefix '1-. With ca?kW the travel may be either 

on land or sea but if on land it must be down close to the shore. Thus, 

li'ica?kW is somewhat clumsily but precisely glossed as proceeding paraLLeL to 

the shoreLine either out on the water or, if on 'land, down reLativeLy cLose 

to the shore. It contrasts with lHtaqt which designates travel up inLand 
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but par>aUeL to the shore. l'/hen referring to travel on land, liica?kW has the 

synonym lii?{lgWii aLong the shoreline built upon ?il-gWii shoreZine. Observe 

how liica?kW and lii?{lgWii are used synonymously in the following sentence 

and how they both contrast with liitaqt: 

la?{bas lii?llgWii ?a ti?a? xWalc, baliitaqt, gWal baliica?kw. 

He was waLking aLong the shore of the sea, [then] again up above and again 
• 

down by the water. [l'/hen the tide was in, he had to journey up the bank, 
through the trees; but when it was out, he was able along the beach where 

walking was easier.] 

Sometimes the comparative prefix ?ii- replaces lii-: ?a? kWi bas?iica?kWs4 

He is there going a;].Ong ~ the water again versus ?a?, baliica?kW He is there 

going aLong down by the water again. 

As in Saanich, houses in Lushootseed speaking conmunities were fonnerly 

buil t close to bodies of water. Orientation about a house, therefore, was 

conveniently made by reference to the two basic axes. To the reduced grade 

of the locative stems is added the suffix -adi?, side when designating a place 

indoors while outdoors the suffix -alatxW house, buiZding is used. For example, 

taqtadi? means thebackof the house., This system continues around the house 

as diagramed in figure 7 with one excpetion. Etymologically, the opposite of 

taqtalatxW is cagWalatxW (based on the reduced grade of ca?kW) but in fact this 

latter fonn means anywhere outdoors. If in precontact times, Lushootseed house 

doors faced the water, going outside required first going to the water side. Over 

time a shift in meaning occurred whereby cagWalatxW waterside of house outdoors 

became anywhere outdoors. Today, the opposite of taqtalatxW is cagWalatxW cagWadi? 

4fhe s- prefix and -s suffix are required autcmatically because ?Hca?kW happens to be 
head 'of a s'l'bordinat~ clause in this example, whereas liica.?kW is the head of an 
independent cl~use requireing neither s- nor -so 

9 

outside house on water side. 5 

No attempt has yet been made to elicite Lushootseed words equivalent 

to the Saanich set diagrammed in figure 5 wherein one house is located by reference 

to another. However, such phrases as dZalaxad dxWd{?axad visit (someone dweZling) 

on that side/en~ and qWu?aXad neighbor suggest that the Lushootseed equivalents 

are etymologically and structurally similar. (The cognates -aXad and -exan 

both mean at the sid£, lateraL appendage, edge.) 

The upstream/downstream axese are virtually identical in both languages • 

There are only two differences. In Saanich direction in and out of a bay is 

expressed the same way as up and downstream on a river; while in Lushootseed 

direction in and out of a bay is stated in terms of the landward/seaward axis 

(or by dakw(a) into container which is closely parallel to the Saanich expression 

nawal{?caD.) Lushootseed also marks lexically whether the upstream/downstream 

travel is actually on the river or simply parallel to it. 

The landward/seaward axese differ more. The Lushootseed system is 

completely symmetrical and involves only four roots whereas the corresponding 

Saanich axis is expressed with more roots and the lexemes built from these roots 

do not all belong to antonymous pairs as in Lushootseed. Saanich distinguishes 

four locations on this axis while Lushootseed marks only twoG and Saanich has 

SIns ide. a house a third point of referenc~ was used, namely the center versus 
the~erlphery of a room .. The terms are sula at the centre and ?alqW at the 
per~phe~y. ~n fo~er tlmes.the f!re was at the centre and because people 
ordlna:lly ~lt faCIng the fIre, sula also means in front of someone and, by 
extenslOn, ?;n !ront C?f any assembly regardless of seating arrangement. In 
all ca~es ~alq r~lns the antonym. See figure 7. Corresponding terms do 
not exIst In SaanIch. 

GWithout recourse to s?hgWii shoreline which is not a part of the system as is 
its Saanich gloss sesu? 
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has five dynamic terms while Lushootseed has but four. Furthennore, the 

meanings of these dynamic words do not match exactly except for Saanich 
" - ,w<t sew and Lushootseed Kit. Saanich eaD and Sia? do not necessarily impinge 

, v' 'w<' upon the water s edge as do Lushootseed cuba and Kit. Saanich tal and ieel are 

used only on the water while Lushootseed ca?kW and taqt are appropriate on 

f lw<' d v~b both land and sea - they can even be synonyms or K It an cu a. 

Without analysis from more languages, it is impossible to do more than 

conjecture about the Proto Central Coast Salish system of marine and riverine 

direction vocabulary. However, an examination of the cognates in the two 

language systems detailed here can serve as a first step toward reconstructing 

this part of the proto lexicon. 

There is only on cognate pair from the upstream/downstream sets: 

tay11 go upstream in Lushootseed (tayi(l) in the southern dialects) and 

teyal upstream, tOUXlI'd head of inZet in Saanich. The root of the Saanich 

cognate undergoes several alternatives and is heard in a variety of terms: 

teyat head of inZet/bay, source of a river 

tey paddZe hard (as in a ca~e race) 

tl?akwai racing canoe 

tl?tas(aD) go against the tide 

tit-

thexan house on the ,"head" side/upstream side 

thelawai "head" side/upstream side 

A core meaning which encompasses most these Saanich derivatives might be 

go against the current. Assuming this to be the original meaning of the proto 

root, however, requires the added assumption that Lushootseed narrowed this 

range of meaning to simply go upstream. It seens more likely that the proto 

root meant go upstream and Saanich has evolved the further concepts. 

11 

Six cognates exist between the Saanich and Lushootseed vocabularies in 

the landward/seaward axis. One is a prefix, one a suffix, two are roots 

occurring in the Saanich system with their Lushootseed cognates outside the 

Lushootseed system, and two are roots belonging to the landward/seaward direc

tional system in both languages. These are listed below: 7 

1 

2 

3 

y4 

5 

6 

Saanich Lushootseed 

eal) go up away from shore CUba go up away from water 

s~ arrive at shoreLine 

sesu? shoreZine 
-sahew go aZong the shore 
su?skW- on the waterside cagW- on the waterstde 

calaqW Zocated up from shore dZal- go over hiZZ; turn zaoo 

callqw Zocated in water near shore 

iee-l go ashore 

sie?ial is at shore 

?ii-

iaiil go ashore 

lii- by what route 

-kWii canoe, vehicZe; waterway -gWii canoe, vehicZe; waterway 

~kwii out from shore 

Set III has nearly the same meaning in both languages except that the 

Lushootseed cUba commences right at the water's edge which is not necessarily 

the case with Saanich eaT). 

Both roots in set 112 share a component which might be glossed as 

waterward, but each remains quite distinct. The Saanich root always designates 

7A few additional forms are listed in the appendix to support the sound 
correspondences upon which these cognates are based. 
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a place on land. In contrast, the Lushootseed cognate may refer to either 

a location on land or sea - most frequently the latter. 

Two further points should be noted in connection with this pair. First, 

the closest Lushootseed gloss for the Saanich s~ is ~wH even though the 

lexical systems structure ~wH and ela? as more similar. Secondly, the deri

vation MkwH: - based on ela? - shows this root in reference to location 

at sea as well as movement on land. In this respect it resembles the Lushootseed 

ca?kw. 

It is not possible to know which language reflects more closely the 

proto fom for s~ and ca?kw. Nevertheless, the smaller rn.unber of roots and 

the absolute synmetry of the set which contains ca?kW suggests, perhaps, that 

these Lushootseed forms, particularly ca?kW, have undergone more restructuring 

than the Saanich forms. Furthermore, the use of both su?skW- (from s~) and 

eagW_ (fran ca?kW) in orientation for dwellings points to a primary component 

which is closer to the modern meaning of sell than it is to ea?kw. 

In spite of the /a/ to /al correspondence in set #3, the roots do seem 

to be related. Saanich roots involve considerable ablaut which accounts for 

the lUlexpected vowel here. Note further vowel alterations of this root in the 

derivatives cal~ turn over and scel~ turned over. Compare also Saanich 

st~at what is the matter? from st~ what? 

The Lushootseed gloss for calaqW is taqt which originally meant mountain 

(and. still does in certain contexts). Compare Sli8llDllOn taltt mountain. There 

is no way yet of knowing which usage - mountainward of Lushootseed or ovel'hitl. 

of Saanich - reflects the designation in the proto system. 

The cognates in set #4 have the same meaning which probably reflects 

unchanged the significance of the proto word. Canpare SliaJllllOn iayaJ 

13 

go toward shore/'iayit arl'ive at shore. B However, the Lushootseed word is 

outside the system. Possibly a fonn corresponding to Saanich tal (which 

pairs with 'ieel) was lost in Lushootseed with the subsequent extension of 

ca?kW to replace it. This was then matched by extending the meaning of 

taqt which left iali1 withrut an antonymous pairing. 

~ese Sliammon forms are provided by John H. Davis. 
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'I 
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Sal)e? backpaak se1as hand v' tooth canas 
I 

eaba? baakpack ca1as hand dZadls tooth .0 
" 0:: r;ffi \11\ 

.0- '1 .. .,~ 0:: 
~ Hl SatX halibut san I cax"'al) vomit 0 
en c: 

'1 
", " dZax'" '1 

halibut cad vomit 

t 
(t> 0 scutt I "0 '1 
'1 ~ 
(t> (t> 
en P 

.0 (t> " S x'" caqel)ai feU P III you 0:: 

"" CD 
~ .0- Q.O 
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'1 ..... (t> t; 
n 0 
" '1 ~Q. 
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I 
f-'n . ::r , 

what k"'ai tipover -a1wai side " stel) ::r 
III 

" ., 
stab what g"'a1 tipover -u1g"ii side 

~ 
'1 
;0;-

?1l)as grandchitd -ak"an inside -!?waA chest f-' 
0 
n 

.0 
III ?1bac grandchitd -ig"ad inside -idg"'ad chest S'\ .... .0 " CDC;,. 

tII\ 0:: ~ 

~ ~ <11\ 0 
.0- .0- P ..... C .... C 

<11 
~ ..... e a a u Q. 

., , Q. 

I 
?ax'" ~ men father go, put '1 

" " ::r a (t> 
'1 '1 m 0 n 

bid father ?ui'" tak'" home ~ ~ ~ " go go Q. " ~ 
(t> (t> ::r 0 f-' .... ,..... P 

I 
k"'es bum teele? heart tSa?k"as hJ'" home 0 '" seven go " rt Hl 0 ~ 

~ ~ 
Hl p 

k"'is .... ~ 

~li? t'u?k'" s III P ~ " burn heart seven f "! '1 f-' P (t> 
Q. Q. (t> .... 3 .... " (t> 

(0\ .... ::r ~ '-' " cn 
~ 

(t> 
III c: 0 0 .... Q. " ::r '1 Hl ::r II> 

III '1 
Q. ~ 
t;' < III (t> 

" '1 
(t> ..... 
11 
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Figure 3 diagrams Saanich vocabulary of the seaward/landward axis. Water terms 
are below wavy line while land terms are above it. Groups I and III are dynamic 
dynamic, the words of I stating direction perpendicular to he shoreline, while 
those of III show direction parallel to the shoreline. Group II words are loca
tive. Arrows represent direction of travel for the dynamic terms. 

I II III 

1 
ca1aqW6 

e~l sew2 e~a?3 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 

go up. away from shore 

2 
arrive at shoreline 

'.1, 

3 

Ca11qW8 

6 
located up from shore 

7 
shoreline 

8 

iO 
go along up from shore 

11 
go along between shore-
line and calaqw 

go down toward shore located in water near shore 12 

9 
go out to sea located out from shore 

5 
go ashore 

(In place of ?ii8aikwli. some speakers say ?iitah81.) 

13 

lit 

walk along water's edge 

swim/canoe along close 
to shore 

swim/canoe along out 
from shore. 
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Figure 5 represents a hypothetical ?aanich village •• All houses are built near the water. Residents· 
of house designated by hatched rectangle refer to their neighbors with terms derived from four 
water orientation vocabulary 1tems~ 
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Figure 7 illustrating Lushootseed orientation vocabulary about the house. 
Upstream/downstream and landward/seaward terms are utilized as in Saanich. 
A third axis centre 01' front/away [rom centre back is used.for orientation 
within buildings or among gatherings of people. 

ta<ha1atxW 

behind the house 

taqt~i? 
back of hou8e 

?madilatxW 
outside on the 
doLmstream Bide 

QxWa1atxW 
outdoors on the 
up8tream Bide 

doi.mstream 

cagW~i? 

front of house 

~gWi: door wy 

cagWa1atxW eagw8di? 

in front of the house 

river 
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Figure 8 illustrating ancillary direction terms based on the general water 
orientation of Saanich culture. 

new8l1?c3~ enter inlet 

sqall?cal) go fro!!, inlet to open water 

tekWol cross a body of water 

go. over land from one 
body of water to 
another 

Oblique Objects In Halkomelem 

Thomas E. Hukari 

University of Victoria 

Certain predicates are semantically transitive but syntacti-

cally intransitive in Vancouver Island Halkomelem (hereafter, 

Halkomenum). !hompson and Thompson ·note of cognate constructions 

in the Thompson language that they " ... imply effect on some entity."1 

The effected entity may be introduced in Halkomenum by the prepo

sition //?a//, forming an oblique complement rather than a direct 

object. Compare, for example, the following transitive/intransitive 

sentence pairs, where //-tll is a transitive ,suffix and both II-mil 
and II-elsll are intransitive suffixes. 

1. nem? can qWalat taa sceei:tan. I am going to barbecue the salmon. 

go 

go 

3. nP 

aux. 

4. ni? 

aux. 

I barbecue art. salmon 

trans. 

I barbecue prep. art. 8almon 

intrans. 

can lakWat taa s~eSt . 

I break art. stick 
trans. 

can lakwels ?a taa s~eSt . 

I break prep. art. 8tick 
intrans. 

same fl'loss 

I broke the stick. 

same g'1088 

As the semantic role of such oblique complements seems analogous 

to that of direct obj ects, let us call them obUque objects. 

Oblique objects of intransitive II-mil suffixed predicates 

(commonly called middZe predicates in Salish studies) seem to 




